Request for proposal

Helping pilots fly drones safely and legally
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1. Introduction:

1.1 Background
The term “drone” refers to any vehicle that can operate on surfaces or in the air without a person
on board to control it; and that can vary in size, shape, form, speed, and a whole host of other attributes
[1]. It may sometimes be referred to as UAV (Unmanned Air Vehicle), UAS (Unmanned Air System),
RPAS (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems) or Model Aircraft [1].

During the past few years, the popularity of drones has begun to soar. Besides domestic drones
that are used as, for example, surveillance tools and commercial drones that are used for business
research, more and more people own personal drones for recreational purposes or other personal uses [2].
According to staff at Best Buy, the number of drone sales keeps increasing [3]. However, these
recreational drones raises new safety and privacy concerns.

1.1 Safety Concern
In October 2017, it was reported that a drone hit a commercial airplane approaching Quebec City
[4]. In November 2016, 2 crew members on a plane were injured because a drone interfered with the
plane’s flight [5]. Such incidents caused by drones have become more frequent in the past few years. In
2013, there was only 1 reported drone incident. The number of drone incidents in 2014 rose to 46. The
number of drone incidents reported each year has kept going up since then and reached 87 in 2015, 215
in 2016 and 233 in 2017 [6]. As the number of drone sales keeps increasing [3], safety concerns may
become even more serious in the future.
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Moreover, according to current drone-flying law made by Transport Canada [8], drones cannot
be flown within a certain distance from a aerodrome or from a area of accident or natural disaster.
Unfortunately, many incidents happened because the pilot did not know these were restricted areas for
flying drones [4][7]. Therefore, the police officers do not want to be too harsh on people who break
drone-related laws or regulations [9].

1.2 Privacy Concern
Because a camera or a recorder can be mounted to a drone, drone pilots can use the drone to
invade other people’s privacy from miles away. It is hard to stop drones being used for peeping because it
is hard to determine the ownership and purpose of the drone [2].

1.3 Various Possible Solutions but No Existing Solution
To solve problems caused by drones, possible solutions range from radar surveillance system to
drone-flying assisting app. Unfortunately, no current design satisfactorily meets all requirements in this
engineering opportunity. (See later requirements section and reference design section)

1.4 Request for Proposal (RFP)
Although there are current regulations and laws about drone-flying [8], an engineering design
solution is requested to enforce the laws and regulations and to protect or prevent drone pilots from
breaking the law. The risk of injury or damage would be lowered by helping drone pilots avoid restricted
areas and avoid intrusion onto private property. Additionally, if law enforcement has a reliable way of
identifying and potentially capturing drones that fly into restricted air space or onto private property, it
can become easier to ensure citizen safety and privacy. Therefore, the proposed design should alleviate
safety concerns and privacy concerns caused by drone-flying.

2. Stakeholders:

2.1 Primary stakeholders:
Primary stakeholders have high influence in the proposed design [14]. Among stakeholders who
have high influence in the proposed design, stakeholders who also have high interest in the proposed
design are prioritized. Below, stakeholders are arranged in order of prioritization.

2.1.1 Drone pilots who wish to know the laws surrounding drone use and would like to fly their
drone while fully complying with the law.
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2.1.2 City police who would like citizens to abide by the law when flying drones. They are
responsible for making sure that drones are flying where they are supposed to. If a drone is flying in a
restricted area, the police are responsible for finding out who is flying the drone and if needed they need
to take down the drone. If a solution is found to help the police with these responsibilities, this would be
very interesting for them.

2.2 Secondary stakeholders:
Secondary stakeholders have low influence in the proposed design [14]. Among secondary
stakeholders, stakeholders who have high interest in the proposed design are prioritized. Secondary
stakeholders are arranged in order of prioritization below.
2.2.1 Homeowners who would not like their privacy to be invaded by drones and who would
not like to be injured or damaged by flying drones.
2.2.2 (equally prioritized as 2.2.1) Airport or airfields staff who will not authorize drones to
be flown less than 5.5 km away from airport or airfield because it is dangerous and illegal [8].

2.2.3 (equally prioritized as 2.2.1) People who deal with natural hazards and disasters. They
will not authorize drones to be flown less than 9 km away from natural hazard or disaster site because it
is dangerous to people working and illegal.

2.2.4 (equally prioritized as 2.2.1) Drone law regulators who would like to see drone-flying
related regulations and laws being enforced.

2.2.5 Drone manufacturers who would not like the proposed design adding additional cost to
drone production.
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3. Requirements
The table below is organized to show the relationship of stakeholders, high-level and detailed objectives to associated metrics and criteria. The associated metrics have been
suggested, however, the list is not exhaustive. It is important to note that a number of approaches may be used to meet the high level objectives, therefore, not all objectives
may be relevant to different solutions.
3.1 Requirements Table
Stakeholders
Drone Pilots

High-Level Objectives
Provide an engineering
design that helps the
drone pilot to abide by
the law (see [8] for law
and regulation specified
by Transport Canada)

Detailed Objectives
Minimize the number of laws
that the drone can break.

Metrics
Number of laws listed in section 3.2 that
the solution prevents pilots from
breaking.

Help inform people about
current drone related laws
and regulations.

Different laws and regulations listed in
section 3.3 about which the proposed
design informs drone pilots.

Accuracy of representation of restricted
areas. Measured by percentage of areas

Criteria
For each law
listed in section
3.2, design
scored “Yes” is
better than
“NO”.
For each law
listed in section
3.3, design
scored “Yes” is
better than
“No”.
Larger
percentage is
better.

Constraints

that are correctly marked as
unrestricted or restricted relative to
total area.
Units: %
Accuracy of representation of restricted
areas measured by time taken for solution

Less time is
better.

to inform user about dynamic restricted
areas such as areas where an accident has
taken place.
Units: minutes.
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City Police
Home
Owners
Airport and
Airfield Staff
People who
deal with
natural
hazards and
disasters

Provide an engineering
design that helps police
enforce drone related
laws and regulations.
(All stakeholders listed
here, besides police,
have an interest in the
enforcement of the law
because they have an
interest in lowering the
risk of injury and/or
damage.)

Help police officers to know
who is flying the drone.

Maximum distance for the police to be
able to recognize who is flying the drone
(either visibly or using a solution that
helps them recognize pilots)
Units: meters

Higher distance
is better.

Help police officers detect
drones that are breaking the
law.

Maximum distance between a drone and
the police such that the police can identify
whether the drone is in the restricted area.
Units: meters
Ease of taking down the drones. (see the
rubric in section 3.4).

Higher distance
is better.

Provide an engineering
design that is usable for
both drone pilots and
police. [15]

Provide an engineering
solution that is learnable.
[15]
Provide an engineering
solution that is reliable. [15]

Learnability is measured by time taken for
a user to learn to use the solution. [15]
Units: minutes

Less time is
better.

Reliability is measured by rate of errors of
the solution, which is number of error
occurrence in certain amount time of
using. [15] (the exact time of using in this
metrics is left to be determined by metricevaluation team)
Units: number
Efficiency of performance is measured by
time added if using the solution compare
to not using the solution. [15]
Units: Minutes 15
Weight of the solution.
Units: kilograms

Less number is
better.

Volume of the solution.
Units: meter cubes

Less volume is
better.

Help police officers take
down drones if needed.

Higher on the
rubric the better.

Must score satisfactory in the
rubric.

Drone law
regulators
Drone Pilots
City Police

Provide an engineering
solution that performs
efficiently. [15]
Drone pilots
Police

Provide an engineering
design that is portable
for both drone pilots and
police.

Minimize the weight of the
solution.
Minimize the volume of the
solution.

Less time is
better.

Less weight is
better.
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Drone pilots
Police

Drone
Manufacturer

Minimize the cost to
implement the proposed
design for both drone
pilots and police.

Minimize the additional
manufacturing
difficulties to the drone
itself.

Minimize the cost required
from drone pilots to
implement the proposed
design.
Minimize the cost from
police to implement the
proposed design.
Minimize additional dronemanufacturing cost.
Minimize additional weight
that need to be added to the
drone.

Additional constraint that is not directly link to metrics

Cost required from drone pilots to
implement the proposed design.
Units: Canadian dollars, $

Less cost is
better.

Cost required from police to implement
the proposed design.
Units: Canadian dollars, $

Less cost is
better.

Additional cost includes additional
material cost, additional research cost and
additional labour cost.
Units: Canadian dollars, $.
Additional weight that need to be added to
the drone.
Units: kilograms.

Less cost is
better.

Less weight is
better.

The weight of the drone and
the additional weight caused
solution combined cannot
exceed 35 kilograms
(according to drone weight
laws). [8]
Must be usable with all types
of recreational drones and
control systems (remote
control, apps that control the
drones.)
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3.2 List of drone related laws [8]
The solution technically prevents pilots from violating any of the following laws. [8]:

1. flying drones less than 9 km away from natural hazard and disaster area. Yes/No
2. flying drones less than 5.5 km away from aerodromes. Yes/No
3. flying drones less than 1.8 km away from heliports or aerodromes used by helicopters only. Yes/No
4. flying drones 500 m away from themselves. Yes/No
5. flying drones 90 m above ground: Yes/No
6. flying drones inside controlled or restricted air space. Yes/No
7. flying drones less than 30 m away from vehicles if the drone is less than 1kg weight, else less than 75
m away. Yes/No
8. flying drones during nights or cloudy day. Yes/No
9. flying drones close to areas where its use could interfere with police or first responders. Yes/No
10.

flying drones out of their eye-sight. Yes/No

11.

flying more than one drone at the same time. Yes/No

12. fly drones without clearly labelling drone pilots’ name, address and phone numbers on the
drone
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3.4 Metrics Rubric
Ease of taking down drones

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Good

Outstanding

Police officers have

Police officers are able

Police officers are able

As per good + Police

no way to take down

to take down the drone

to take down the drone

officers can take down

the drone.

but inflict damage to it.

without inflicting

drones from their

damage to it.

office.
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4. Reference designs
4.1 Detecting illegal drones

4.1.1 Human Surveillance
Surveillance by humans and optical systems, with or without a telescope, has some strengths in
detecting drones entering restricted areas such as the capability to distinguish drones from other
flying objects, but is also limited by range and visual conditions.[10]
4.1.2 Robin Radar Systems
Radars can detect multiple targets simultaneously, also under low visibility conditions. However,
it comes with the disadvantages of high cost and the inaccuracy in classifying flying objects.[10]
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4.2 Taking down illegal drones
4.2.1 DroneDefender Ray Gun
The DroneDefender disrupts the drone's control signal by bombarding it with even more signal.
The problem with "fire so much signal that everything goes electronically deaf" is that it disrupts
the communications. [11]

4.2.2 Skywall 100 Net Bazooka
It's a massive, shoulder-mounted, gas-powered, net-flinging bazooka, blasting a capsule which
opens to reveal a net which wraps itself around the target, tangling it in weighted bolas, and then
deploys a parachute. It’s a good design except for a few safety concerns (capturing other objects)
and high requirement of accuracy.[11]
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4.3 Informing drones pilots
4.3.1 NATS Drone Assist
It is an app developed by the UK’s main Air Traffic Control provider in partnership with Altitude
Angel, which aims to help drones pilots fly safely and legally in the UK. It contains a map that shows
hazards and or restrictions in the air or on the ground, called “zones”, and reminds users not to go in
the zones. It only shows the airspace information
in the UK, which is the main limitation [12].

4.3.2 B4UFLY
It is an easy-to-use smartphone app that helps unmanned aircraft operators determine
whether there are any restrictions or requirements in effect at the location where they want to fly.
Key features of the B4UFLY app include: (a) a clear "status" indicator that immediately informs
the operator about the current plan or location, (b) information on the parameters that drive the
status indicator, (c) "Planner Mode" for future flights in different locations, (d) informative,
interactive maps with filtering options, (e) links to other FAA UAS resources and regulatory
information [13].
To use the app you need to pin your location and it will inform you if you are in a restricted
zone. It will not inform you if you are in a restricted zone in real time while your are flying the drone.
A solution that is integrated into the drone itself or the remote control would fit our requirements
better.
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